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1 What’s New?
Version V2.11
- Voice output and screen can be controlled with a switch on your radio (using V2RC and EXP-RC-LINK parts)
- Support for new parts : TXG1/2 V2RC, TXE-K, EXP-RC-LINK
- Estimated flight time can be referenced to alarm level (see Advanced Settings)
- Capacity estimator can be shown always at start-up, including when using LIPO7 (Advanced Settings)
- Voltage display can be selected as cell voltage or total battery voltage (Advanced Settings)
- Names for % values and temperatures can be entered on Cockpit
- The battery name stored in LIPO7 is displayed and logged to identify which battery has been used
- Cockpit switches off when charging is interrupted
- French dialects can be selected directly on Cockpit
- When model is switched off, you can select between "landed", another sound, or nothing (Advanced Settings)
- More stable, simplified USB communication
- Better charging behavior and battery level indication
- Multiple sensors are (T4, RPM2) are now enumerated from 1-4
- EXP-T4 can be used twice in a system, allowing 8 temperature sensors
- Low altitude alarm can be programmed with positive values
- GPS position display bug fix
- EXP-RPM / BLS1 configuration bug fix
Version V2.10
- IMPORTANT: Alarm levels are now always stored on Cockpit! See Alarms
- Precise display for remaining flight time / motor run time (e.g. for Multicopters, electric gliders, etc.) See
-

Estimated flight time
Support of multi motor models / batteries (TXE V2, RPM2), see Multi motor models
Single cell monitoring of parallel (up to 14S2P) batteries with EXP-LIPO7
Alarms can be suppressed during flight without looking at screen
Cockpit can listen to other TXEs, e.g. for observer, camera operator, etc. See Advanced Settings
TXE operation time can be set to specific value. See Configuration of the TXE
Support for new EXP-GAS and extended range temperature sensor (TS300) See Using and calibrating the
TS300
Bug fixes and optimizations
New firmware for TXE and EXP
New speech data, alarm sounds

Version V2.05
- Unpacker bug fix
- Log data can now displayed directly on Cockpit
- Automated change of daylight saving time
- Configurable vario frequencies
- Support of new EXPs: GPS2, AVM2, RPM2, US1, FTX2
- Moved rarely used settings to “Advanced settings”
- Don’t show alarms in configuration display when set to “Alarms on Cockpit”
- TXE flight counter can be set to individual value
- Configurations can be saved automatically
- RUV files are copied / deleted together with CFG files
- TXG1 registration bug fix
- Optimized touch screen
- Some new / modified fiels
Version V2.03
- Fly Again adaptive capacity as well with EXP-LIPOx
- Correct graphical altitude display
- Bug fixes with TXE / TXG1 configuration
- New field for altitude above sea level (with EXP-GPS)
- Support of EXP-AVM2 and GPS2
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Version V2.01
- Announcement for capacity in certain settings
- List of alarms directly accessible (Data Logger)
Version V2.00
The numbering of the software for Cockpit V2 has been adapted to V2.xx, in order to avoid versioning with Cockpit V1
(V1.xx).
New functions:
- Alarms are announced with actual values
- Voice announcement settings can be saved directly, also for all available models
- System alarms can be configured now in the EXP/TXE list field
- The capacity of a full battery can be changed immediately at start with one click (Full battery)
- 3 new flight counters: 1 flights per day counter, 2 independent and set/resettable through the new field “flight
counters”
- List with all new flight counters of all models, and total flights of the day (Data Logger)
- List with alarms of the flight
- From V2.00 on, there’s only one file needed for software update. It can contain image.bin, EXP and TXE
updates, new voice data etc.
- Screen shots can be cancelled
- Log data can be organized also by models: MODEL-DATE-TIME
- BM2 calibration
- Announcement for link lost and link back can be suppressed (voice settings in the field “RSSI”)
- Alarm when multiple TXEs are on
- Log data can be visualized with LogView Studio. A test release can be requested at dominik@logview.info. Soon
you can find the final release at www.logview.info
Bug fixes:
- EXP-T4 temperature alarms
- Security alarms
- Voice output for capacity
- TXG1 registering
- Not found audiodata when configuring alarms
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2 Applications
IISI is a telemetry based battery management concept for electrically powered RC models. It assists the pilot in an
efficient way during the flight or run about the battery state (fuel gauge). When the battery becomes nearly empty, the
pilot is informed about it an can land safely, without stress. This ensures also a longer life of the batteries.
The IISI System is specially designed for models with LiPo batteries, independent of the model type (plane, helicopter,
ship or car).
The installation and configuration of the IISI System is extremely simple, while experienced users can configure it
individually for their needs (voice output, alarms, screen definitions, …)
Multiple IISI systems can be used at the same time – there’s no channel selection necessary.
The IISI system gives you multiple advantages:
Before the flight:
 Automatic check of battery state – no starts without fully charged batteries
 Recognizes multiple flights with the same model and battery: Full control when you fly again with a partially
discharged battery – even if you have used other models during that time.
 Full control over current consumption, power, voltage, temperature, cell voltage levels (additional parts needed)
During the flight:
 Display remaining flight time (e.g. for multicopters), data available after about 15s!
 Fully programmable voice output:
o Battery is low (calculated remaining capacity, not only voltage level based)
o Too low battery voltage
o Maximum current or maximum temperature1 exceeded
o Critical voltage or voltage drift of cells detected2 (balancing)
 Shows / announces current, voltage, power, remaining capacity, etc. (graphical and numeric), now also
controllable with a switch on your radio (using TXG1/2 V2RC or EXP-RC-LINK)
 Automated voice ouput for voltage sag, current peak, speed records, max. altitude
 Shows total flight time and total motor run time
 Current and maximum temperature*
 Alarms, when pre-defined values are exceeded
 E.g. speed training with additional EXP modules, indicate position and flight direction
After the flight (information remains visible) / in general:
 Shows lowest battery voltage and highest current during the flight
 Used / remaining capacity
 Total flight time (of current flight, or of total flights)
 Number of flights (programmable flight counters, flights per day)
 Data logger, stores directly readable .csv files on the microSD card
 IISI helps you to choose the best battery fit regarding current (C-rating) and flight time. Don’t carry too heavy
batteries within your model
 No off-field landings anymore due to empty batteries
 Longer battery life as deep discharge is efficiently avoided
 Use LogView Studio, DataExplorer or Excel to visualize log data; visualize GPS data on Google Earth ®
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3 First steps
The IISI Telemetry System works with so-called TXEs, which combine current sensor, voltage sensor, capacity
measurement and telemetry transmitter in one part. The TXEs are built fix into a model (plane, helicopter, boat, car, …)
and deliver real time data for current, voltage, capacity, flight time, etc.
The Cockpit V2 is the telemetry receiver which serves as display, voice output, storage of flight data and much more.
Further, the name “Cockpit” is used.

3.1 The IISI-Link
Each IISI Product communicate with the IISI link. This interface uses the standard 3pole connectors, as used for servos,
etc. The IISI link has the following functions:




Pairing, configuration of all TXEs and EXPs
Connection of a single temperature sensor (TS60), if no other EXPs are connected
Connection of one or more (up to 4) EXPs (use Y cables to connect more than one EXP)

Please note that in spite of the similar connectors and cables, no servos, receivers, etc. are allowed to be connected to
the IISI-Link! Connect only IISI products to the IISI link!
The IISI Cockpit recognizes automatically if a TXE or an EXP is connected to it’s IISI link for configuration.
Important:
If you connect a TXE, TXG1 or an EXP to the Cockpit, it is powered through the Cockpit (with some exceptions):



Connect only one EXP or TXE at a time to the Cockpit. More than one EXP / TXE connected through a Y-cable
won’t work.
EXP-LIPO6/BM2: These are OPTO products and need to be powered (connected to a battery on the balancer /
bat1 connector), otherwise, the Cockpit cannot communicate with them.

3.2 Pairing
In order to logically connect your TXE with your Cockpit, you need to pair them first. Without this procedure, the IISI
Cockpit cannot recognize your TXE. This allows using multiple IISI systems at the same time.
The TXE and TXG1cannot be connected directly to the Cockpit’s IISI-Link. Use the programming cable included with
your Cockpit.
If pairing is needed, it is shown on the screen. This is an automatic process. Be sure that none of your other TXEs is
powered on during that time. After pairing, you will get directly into the configuration menu.
Note: EXPs do not need to be paired with the Cockpit. Only if you need to set parameters on the EXP, you have to
connect them to the Cockpit. EXP-LIPOx and BM2 need to be powered by a battery for this.

3.3 Setting parameters on TXE, TXG1/2, TXE-K and EXP
Certain settings need to be done on the TXE or EXP directly. To do this, simply connect the TXE/TXG1, TXE-K to the
Cockpit with the included programming cable. The EXPs can be directly connected to the Cockpit.
The menu for the connected device is automatically started. Please note that the Cockpit must be awake to recognize a
connected device.
In the TXE, you need to set a model name, the default capacity, battery type and alarm levels. See more details about
this in the chapter Configuration of the TXE.
After this, the system is ready and you can start flying.

3.4 Registering
When a model is powered on, the TXE analyses the connected battery and transmits information to the Cockpit.
Depending on your battery (full or not full), the Cockpit will register the TXE directly and start its normal operation (full
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battery), or it will ask you what to do (not full battery). To help you a bit with this, the Cockpit contains a battery state
estimator, which allows you to guess how much is still in there.
This process is called registering.
IMPORTANT: Only correct TXE settings allow the correct operation and normal registering.

3.5 Flying with different models
The Cockpit creates one memory place per model (per TXE or TXG1) on the microSD card in the folder /CFG. The
memory place carries the same name you’ve given to your model, stored in the TXE. That’s why it’s important you give
every model a different name. The TXEs V2 (second generation) can be updated to V3.x with the Cockpit. This gives
you 8 characters for a model name, instead of 4 with older TXEs.
Every memory place, named “configuration”, contains model specific settings for screen definition (YES, the screen can
be personalized!), voice output (how often, and when), alarms, vibra alarm, etc. This means you can parameterize and
adapt the screen(s) the way you want them look for every different model. Decide how much it talks, and at which levels
alarms are triggered.
All values you changed are referencing to the selected configuration. On the lower border of the screen you can always
see the model name (which is also the configuration name). After switching on the Cockpit, the standard configuration
“DEFAULT_” will be loaded. When you switch on e.g. your model called “HELI_5”, the configuration “HELI_5___” is
loaded.
When you change something in the current configuration, the name will be printed inversed, letting you know that you
should save it. By clicking on the configuration name, you can save it on the microSD card.
Here you can also load an existing configuration and modify it without switching on the model.
The model is automatically loaded in the Cockpit as soon as a model is switched on. There’s no manual load or model
change needed!
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4 Basic operation
Switch on and off: Switch your Cockpit on by pressing shortly on the button, located at the top side of the Cockpit. By
pressing it for about 1 second, you can switch it off. Holding it for longer time (about 10s) will reset the Cockpit and
restart it.
The touch screen is of „resistive type“, which means, it needs a slight mechanical pressure to operate correctly. The
following actions are possible:
-

„Click“: Tap on a specific point on the screen to trigger an action, related with the displayed data below.
„Push“: push a longer time on a specific point on the screen to show the options available for the displayed data
below.
„Horizontal wipe“: from right to left or vice versa, to change screens. Start the wipe with slight pressure and
continue to press slightly until the end, moving your finger with moderate speed.
„Vertical wipe“: Same as above, but in vertical direction. This is for increase / decrease volume and to scroll in
settings menues.
„Diagonal wipe“: Wipe from one corner to the opposite one (it doesn’t matter where you start). This brings the
Cockpit into the settings menu. You leave the settings menu the same way you entered it.

On the left side, you can connect an earphone (3.5mm jack) or other audio devices. The speaker will be switched off
then.
On the right side, you can find the mini USB connector, which allows charging the Cockpit’s battery. You can use any
USB charger with at least 500mA of current capability. The Cockpit has a charging controller which regulates current etc.
The USB interface allows also to communicate with the Cockpit (microSD card). It contains audio, configuration and log
data. The Cockpit behaves like a mass storage device (memory stick). We recommend you to do regular backups of the
CFG and LOG data on your computer.
With your PC (or Mac, Linux, …), you can delete, copy, format etc. as usual. You shouldn’t change the data yourself, it
may result in strange behavior of the Cockpit. Always eject the drive before removing the USB connection. Should the
microSD card become unreadable, you may have to reformat it and copy the audio data to it again.
The 3pin connector is the IISI-Link. It serves to configure TXEs and EXPs and as an interface for software update to
these devices.
NEVER connect a voltage supply to the IISI-Link, it will destroy parts in the Cockpit, the TXE or the EXPs!

4.1 Display
The display is separated in 2 areas: Below, you can find the status information of the Cockpit. The content is explained
as follow (from left to right):
-

State of the Cockpit battery
Volume (click on it to open the volume settings screen)
Configuration name – may alternate with status information. Click on it to load or save a configuration.
Number and position of screens. Each little square represents one screen. The selected screen is filled with a
dot. Click on these squares to enter the “screen modification menu”.
Time of day; click on it to make it full screen
Receiver strength; click on it to make if full screen

The upper part is split into 6 fields which all can show one telemetry value. The size of the left fields can be changed
(click on --- or +++ on the lower side). To change the screens, you must enter the screen modification mode first (by
clicking on the squares as described above). Select the field you want to change (it is inverted then). By clicking on the
left or right side of the selected field, you can change its function.
The fields on the left can also be changed in size (click on --- or +++ at the lower border).
Not all fields are available in larger sizes.
Should you want to add a new screen, just click on the squares and select “Add”. Up to 8 screens can be displayed.
Should you want to delete a screen, just empty all fields. When leaving the screen modification mode, empty screens
will be deleted.
Don’t forget to save your configuration if you want to keep your new screens.
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IMPORTANT: Should you use EXPs and you have no relating field displayed anywhere on your screens, some fields
that are related to this EXP are added. For example: If you use a EXP-LIPO7, and no cell voltage field is displayed
anywhere, these fields are automatically added when the TXE + EXP is registered. If you like, to can modify these
settings then and save the configuration. Next time, you will see your screens exactly the same way as you saved them.

4.2 Changing values
The handling of the Cockpit is generally “context sensitive”: Should you change something related to current, go to the
screen that displays the current and push on this field. You will see the options to select from, like alarm levels, voice
output, zoom, etc. Special settings like names for temperature sensors, zeroing altitude etc. are selected by using the
wrench symbol.
One exception is the Cockpit’s settings menu. It is entered and exited by wiping diagonally over the screen.

4.2.1

Voice output

Principally, you can only hear values which are also displayed on one of the max. 8 screens. It doesn’t matter if the
screen is actually displayed or not. Example: Should your screen show a full screen fuel gauge, the values for current,
voltage, power, etc. which are located on another screen, will anyway be announced.
The voice output has no fixed scheme. You can personalize it in a wide range. Depending on their value (current,
voltage, altitude, speed) you may select specific options to activate the voice output controlled on a time base, or related
to the values.
Values, which are outside the alarm level, are announced normally, while values which are “under alarm” will be
announced as “critical”.
The time intervals for normal or critical announcements can be individually programmed, as well as trigger levels for
value-controlled announcements. You also can choose to set them to silent.
Voice output settings are modified by pushing on the value field and then selecting the “mouth” icon.
Time interval controlled announcements:
“Speech every 60s”: The announcement will be repeated every 60 seconds, if the value is outside the alarm level. The
time can be programmed individually or switched off.
“Announce when critical 10s”: The announcement will be repeated all 10 seconds, if the value is inside the alarm level.
The time can be programmed individually or switched off.
Value-controlled announcements:
“At change of 50A”: You will hear the announcement of the current, when the value has changed at least by 50Amps
since the last announcement (or meters, degrees, volts, etc. depending on the values). The level can be programmed
individually or switched off.
Specific value-controlled announcements are described below.

4.3 Alarm levels
Alarm levels are exclusively stored in the model configuration, located on the SD card of the Cockpit. Alarm
values of TXE and EXPs are ignored! The V2.10 software supports you during this change, should you still use
“Alarms on TXE” settings.
Exception: The default capacity is still located on TXE or EXP-LIPOx.
Change alarm levels by pushing on the desired value then select the alarm bell. The arrow shows if it is an alarm level
for exceeding (up) or falling below a value (down). Sometimes, both are possible. In the alarm settings mask you can
then modify the alarms, sounds, vibra, repeats, etc.
Alarm settings are stored in the .CFG file of each model.
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4.4 Volume
The volume can be changed by a vertical wipe, or by selecting the volume menu (click on the loudspeaker symbol on
the lower left part of the screen). There you can select the master volume (for all audio) and the relative volumes for:
- Speech: Relative volume for normal announcements (normally at about 85%)
- Vario: Relative volume for vario beeps (normally at about 50%)
- Alarms: Relative volume for alarms (normally at 100%)
You can click on these fields for test listening.
Do not overload the speaker, the sound should remain clean. Otherwise, the speaker may be damaged.
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5 Screen description
The screen shown below is just an example, it can be modified completely to your needs.
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6 Create a configuration / load configuration
Every model has its own configuration. The name stored in the TXE is used for identification. When you power up a
paired TXE the first time, the Cockpit will ask you to select either the standard configuration (DEFAULT_) or copy one of
the existing ones (that you may have created earlier). After this, the Cockpit stores the configuration under its new name
(of the TXE). The loaded configuration is shown at the lower part of the screen (red zone). If a model is switched on,
the corresponding configuration is automatically loaded, if it is already present.

When the name of the configuration is displayed reversed, the configuration data has been changed and needs to be
saved, if you want to keep the changes.
When you click on the configuration name, you can choose between saving (SAVE) or loading an existing configuration
(LOAD). When you load a configuration, you can edit it and save it afterwards, e.g. for offline modifications at home,
without powering up the model.
You can choose if modified configurations are automatically stored or if you want to do this yourself. (see Advanced
Settings)
You also can delete and create new configurations. This is described in the part Maintenance.
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7 Change screens
When you want to modify a screen, insure first that the correct configuration is loaded (e.g. model is powered up or the
configuration has been loaded manually.
By clicking the squares on the lower part of the screen (red zone) you can enter the “screen modification” mode.

7.1 Change the content of a field
The normal screen is now shown with one inverted (selected) field (e.g. the current) and can be changed.
Wiping left and right allows you to change screens as usual.
If you click on the right part of the field (blue zone), the next field type is chosen. A click on the red zone chooses the
former field type. Fields which are not defined are automatically bypassed.
A list of available fields you can find under Available fields.
A simple click on another field selects it. You can copy fields by selecting COPY and PASTE it at another place.

When you push on a field in the “screen modification” mode, 4 or 5 icons appear. You can choose between these
options:

-

UNDO ALL: undo all changes since the last entry in this mode
UNDO: undo the changes on the actually selected field only
DONE: leave the “screen modification” mode
CLR: Creates an empty field
When fields support multiple instances (like RPM, temperature, %-values etc.) you see an additional icon with
multiple documents. If you choose this, you can select which instance will be shown on this field (0 for the
normal or master instance, 1-3 for further (slave) instances. TXE or EXP must be configured accordingly in order
to make this work. If multiple instances are present, they will be marked on the top right corner with #M for
normal or master instance, #1 for instance 1, etc.
Other fields which use multiple sensors / values of the same type, use also this option, in order to select one of
the 4 possible values.
Please note that this option is ONLY available in the "modify screen" mode!
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7.2 Changing the size of a field
The fields on the left can be increased in size (twice as large, 2x higher, 3x higher). Use the --- and +++ to change size.
When you decrease a field, empty fields are inserted at the no more utilized areas.

7.3 Add another screen
To add an additional screen or terminate the “screen modification” mode, click on the squares at the lower part of the
screen.

With “Add”, you can add another screen (up to 8). When you’re done, select “Done” to go back to the normal mode.

7.4 Remove screens
When you leave the “screen modification” mode, empty screens will be deleted.
If you want to remove a screen, you need to set all fields to “empty”. The easiest way: select the filed on the upper right
corner, set it to “empty” (e.g. use CLR, see above), then increase the field using +++ to the maximum size and back to
the smallest size using ---. This will create an empty screen. Then quite the modify screens mode by clicking on the
squares again and select “Done”.
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8 Voice output settings
The voice output can be customized to fit exactly your need of information during the flight.
Only values which are shown on one of the screens will be announced. Otherwise, even if the module transmits these
values, but they are not displayed anywhere, will not be announced.
Any change on the voice outputs regarding a value (e.g. current) is done by pushing on the corresponding field. Then
select the mouth symbol to get to the announcement mask:

The inversed fields have the following functions:
- AKTIVE (or SILENT): The announcement is activated or muted.
- “Announce normal every 60S”: The announcement for current is done every 60 seconds, if not above the alarm
level. (OFF means no timely controlled announcement).
- “Announce when critical 10s”: The announcement for current is done every 10 seconds, if current is above the
alarm level. (OFF means no timely controlled announcement).
- “At change of 12.0A”: If the current changes by 12Amps (since the last announcement), a new announcement is
triggered.
- Announce peak current: If the current goes above this value, the current is announced, when the current falls
below this value, or when the time window expires, whatever happens first. It is always the maximum current
announced which is measured during the active period. Please note you can do the same on voltage drops in
the “voltage” field.
- CANC quits and cancels your changes
- OK quits and confirms your settings. You may want to save then the configuration to make these changes
permanent.
- SAVE stores the announcement settings in the model configuration. You can choose if the settings should be
stored only in the now loaded configuration or for all existing models. This is useful for e.g. disabling an
unwanted announcement for all models.
Different values have also different speech control settings:

8.1 Remaining capacity
The remaining capacity voice output can ne controlled on a time interval basis and/or based on %age steps.
When both options are activated, you may here repeated announcement.

Additionally to the time interval controlled announcement, you can choose:
-

„Normal all 10%“: While the remaining capacity is above the alarm threshold level (e.g. 20%) the remaining
capacity is announced all 10% steps (so 90, 80, 70, …)
„Critical all 5%“: As soon as the reserve capacity level has been reached (set in the alarm settings), the
announcements are made all 5% steps, starting from the alarm level . Example: 20%, 15%, 10%, 5%, 0%.
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Please note: If alarm and announcement should be triggered at the same value (e.g. 20%), it can be that the
announcement is not triggered although it shows already 20%. This is due to rounding (when the capacity is e.g. 20.4%)

8.2 Altitude announcement
The announcement for altitude has special settings:

The first 3 lines behave as usual (timely controlled, or at a change of altitude since the last announcement).
-

“Ann. after strong change On”: After a strong rise or fall, the altitude is announced (e.g. after cutting off your
motor of the glider). Can be switched off.
„Ann. when reached Off“: You can program an altitude here. When this altitude is reached, the announcement is
triggered (e.g. 300m)

8.3 Vario sounds
The vario sounds have no voice output. Instead of them, you can set the parameters for the vario sounds here. The
vario sounds frequency can be modified in Advanced Settings.

These parameters react as follow:
- „Rising limit: Off “ Vario sounds are played as soon as rising is detected. Set a limit value here (e.g. 50cm/s) in
order to suppress vario sounds from 0 – 49cm/s.
- „Sinken ab:“ Same, but for sinking rates.
- „Don’t’ beep above Off“: When off, vario sounds are produced for any rise/sink rates. Should you want to
suppress them at high values (e.g. when doing acrobatics or if you use your motor to climb), you can set a limit
here (e.g. 500cm/s), so that above 5m/s rise/sink rate, vario sounds are suppressed.
PLEASE NOTE: Please update your EXP-AVM to the latest software version for correct operation! (V3.x)

8.4 Speed announcements
The announcements for speed can be controlled timely as usual.

Further, IISI provides you a very innovative tool for speed training:
-

„Store top speed > 150km/h“: Above the chosen value, top speed measurement is activated. The fastest speed
is stored temporarily.
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-

„Announce top speed 50km/h“: Below the chosen value, the top speed measurement is terminated and the
fasted speed of the actual trial (see above) is announced (the 3 most recent top speed results are visible in the
speed value field). This will also reset the top speed measurement feature.

Hint: If you want speed announcement above a certain speed, you can do the following:
Set the “announce when critical” to a short time, e.g. 3s. Then go to the speed alarm settings and set the alarm to the
desired limit (e.g. 150km/h) and switch the alarm to OFF. Now, you’ll hear speed announcements every 3 seconds when
your model makes over 150km/h.
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9 Alarms
Traditionally, alarms in the IISI System were stored in the sensors and are transmitted to the Cockpit. This is no more
the case with Version V2.10: All alarms are stored on the cockpit in the model configuration file (.CFG). Alarm levels can
be modified during the flight as well.
If you already had configured the alarm levels “on Cockpit”, you don’t need to do anything. Otherwise, you’ll be asked to
verify all alarms of all your models in the cockpit (can be cancelled).
Very important: Earlier, before V2.10, both capacity alarm level (e.g. 20%) and voltage alarm (e.g. 3.3V) had been stored
on the TXE.
The way how alarms are set are identical for all values. Every value has its own alarm level, some values have 2 alarm
levels (e.g. over- and under temperature).
Push on the value field to show the icons with the available options and select the alarm bell. The arrow shows if the
alarm level is for going over (up) or going below (down). All alarm values are set in the alarm menu:
As an example we show the altitude alarm settings:

By clicking on the alarm bell, you get to the mask “Alarm settings”:
-

-

“Sound”: Click on it to hear the alarm, including vibra, repeats, etc. how it will be played if the alarm occurs. The
number right to “Sound” is the sound number: e.g. 3 will play the file _alarm03.aif audio file in the folder
AUDIO/SND. You can also create your own audio files (google “Audacity” for a free audio editor). You can also
switch this value to “off”, so no sound is played.
INFO: If this field is activated, you’ll hear the value which caused the alert, it’s type (e.g. over current) and the
units (e.g. amps). Is it deactivated (----) only the alarm sound and “alarm” is heared.
“Alarm ON” or “OFF” will activate or de-active the alarm. The alarm level will always be used for the
announcements (critical…), independently if the alarm is switched on or off.
“Vivra”: “ON” activates vibration alarm, “OFF” disables it.
“PAT”: For every alarm, you can define your own vibration pattern (32 steps)
“Repeat”: How many times the sound selected above will be played. The announcement “e.g. battery empty” will
only be spoken once.
“Level”: This is the alarm level. When the related value goes below or above this level (depending of the alarm
type selected before), the alarm will be activated. Can be switched to off, which makes the alarm inactive. If
automatic save of the configuration is activated or if you save the configuration manually, the level is
permanently modified for this model. If it is not saved, it is only valid during this flight.

“OK” quits the menu and confirms your changes, “CANC” quits and cancels your changes. You may want to save the
configuration to keep your changes permanently (or it is automatically saved when this is activated. See Advanced
Settings.
Hint: If you hear an alarm during the flight, which is not wanted (e.g. altitude) you can deactivate this for the actual
flight by tapping 3 times fast on the screen during the alert.
If you tap only once on the screen during the alert, the announcement is stopped, but the alarm remains activ.
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10 Cockpit Settings
The Cockpit Settings menu contains global settings for the Cockpit, valild for all models, but also some model specific
settings.
You can enter and exit this menu by wiping diagonally over the screen (in any direction). The Cockpit remembers the
last used screen and shows it when entering.

10.1 Global Settings
These settings are for the Cockpit and therefore valid for all models!

Re-arm alarms:
- „YES“ means that alarms are re-activated, once the alarm condition is resolved. Alarms can happen multiple
times per flight.
- „NO“ means that alarms are not re-activated, they only can happen once per flight.
Example voltage alarm with re-arm set to “ON”: When the voltage drops below the alarm level due to a high current, the
alarm may trigger. When the current is reduced, the voltage goes up again and the alarm condition is resolved. Next
time, when voltage drops below the alarm limit, the alarm will trigger again.
When set to “OFF”, the second alarm will not trigger, so you must be careful once you’ve heared an alarm.
Contrast:
The contrast can be adjusted to get a clean image. Should black areas be too gray, you can increase contrast. Should
you see dirty white areas, shadows etc. you should decrease the contrast. On very cold days you may increase the
contrast to get a faster reaction of the screen.
Backlight:
Select the strength of the backlight:
- 0: Off
- 1: Night light
- 2: half power
- 3: Maximum light
The backlight switches off when the Cockpit goes to sleep mode. The time for sleep mode can be adjusted (see below).

10.2 Voice settings (global)
Global parameters for the voice output:
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Language: (Voice output and menu language)
- „DE“ for German
- „EN“ for Englisch
- „FR“ for French
Alarm announcements
- Alarm: A alarm is annoucned with the word “alarm” and with the selected alarm sound.
- Infos: Information regarding the value which caused the alarm is announced.
If deactivated, these settings apply globally for all alarms (individual settings possible in the alarm menu).
Registriering talk (when selected, the tone will be played, otherwise not)
- „TXE On“: This is the sound you hear when a new TXE is detected by the Cockpit. The sound file is located in
/AUDIO/SND and is in standard .AIF format. You can replace it with your own sound file, if you want (file
_new_txe.aif).
- „Avbl Cap.“: When the model is registered, you hear the phrase “Available capacity …” You can suppress this if
you want.
- „Nice fl.“: When the model is registered, the Cockpit wishes you a nice flight. You can suppress this if you want.
Config announ.
Typically, the voice output follows this scheme: “Type of value” – “Value” – “Unit”, e.g. “Current” - “76.6” - “Amps”.
- „Typ“: When selected, the value is preceded by its type (e.g. “current”)
- „Unit“: When selected, the value is followed by its unit (e.g. “Amps”)
- „I-A“: Intelligent Announcement: When the same type of value is repeated within a short time (15s), the I-A mode
will suppress the type and unit, to avoid useless talking. As soon as another type of value is announced, you’ll
hear the complete announcement (depending on what you’ve selected for type and unit above. An example:
“Current 65 amps, 63, 51, 21, voltage 46.7 volts, current 35 amps, 44, 42, 39, …”. Please note that the I-A mode
only makes sense when type and/or unit are selected.

10.3 Model specific settings 1/2 for Cockpit reaction
In most cases you don’t want the Cockpit to talk continuously and you may want to reduce the announcements to a
minimum. In some cases, you’d like to know a specific information immediately. Or you may have access to other
functions in a very simple way. That’s what this screen is for:
For every model, you can define what should happen in one of the 2 cases: 1) click anywhere on the screen and 2)
shake the Cockpit. (please don’t forget to save the model configuration once you’re satisfied with the settings you
made).

Action tap:
The standard setting is “announce shown value”, which means that the value you click on is announced.
-

„Ann. Fix“: This option will let you choose any value (e.g. capacity). This value will be announced every time you
click on the screen (anywhere). So you can blindly click on the screen to activate the announcement of the
desired value.
„<<>>“: When you click on the screen, the next screen is selected (instead a wipe over the screen)
„Zoom“: You can choose any value (which has a valid full screen definition) to be shown as full screen. When
you click again, the screen goes back to normal mode.
„Vol“: A click on the right side of the screen increases volume, a click on the left side decreases it
„AVM“: Clicking anywhere on the screen will toggle the vario sound activation / muting.

Action shake:
The standard setting is “None”, that means no action. Any action can be defined (similar to the ones described above),
when the Cockpit is shaked (left / right).
“Stop” will stop any announcement if you shake the Cockpit.
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Please note: It may be possible that the settings for tap and shake would be modified due to the update. Please check
this for each model before flying. From V2.10 on, these settings will be “update safe”.

10.4 Model specific settings 2/2, controlling with RC switch
Now you can control voice output and other functions on the Cockpit also by using a 3-position switch on your radio. In
your model, you need a TXG1/2 V2RC or an EXP-RC-LINK. These modules can "read" a servo signal and transmit it to
the Cockpit. In this menu, you define which action shall be driven for each switch position. The TXG1/2 V2RC can
transmit one signal, the EXP-RC-LINK up to 4 channels, when connected to a SBUS receiver. Please read the manual
for EXP-RC-LINK regarding this topic.

If your model is switch on, the switch position will be automatically indicated (L,M,H for Low, Mid, High). Otherwise you
can select the switch position manually by clicking on L, M, H. For each switch position, choose an appropriate action.
Depending on the action selected, you can set a repeat period. TXG1/2 V2RC always use CH0. EXP-RC-LINK can use
CH0-3.
The following images show an example, how a 3 position switch is configured:
Low: announce capacity all 10s

Mid: inactive, neutral

High: switch on vario sounds

Please note that the programmed actions get activated only once you've left the configuration mode! (diagonal swipe).

10.5 Data Logger
The data logger can be switched on or off in the Advanced Settings. The log data are stored on the microSD card in the
folder /LOG. Log files can be organized in 2 ways: See Advanced Settings
Folder “Date”: Year-Month-Day, then folder “Model-Name”. The log file itself carries the named of the start time: e.g.
/LOG/14-03-08/MINI_700/13H53.CSV
or
Folder “Model-Name”, then folder date:
/LOG/MINI_700/13-03-08/13H53.CSV.
The format is .csv, the values are separated with semikolons. You can define how the values are represented (decimal
point is , or .) Alarms and comments are preceded with #.
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# of flights today:
Shows today’s number of flights and a list of all flights with all models (Show all flights): Model name, today’s flights,
flight counter 1 and 2.
Alarms:
If alarms happened during the flight, you can find under “Show alarms” a list with all alarms. This is cleared when a new
model is switched on. The alarm information is also stored in the log file as a comment.
Log-data rate:
You can set the log data rate for 1 entry per second to 5 entries per second, or even to “max”, which writes an entry with
every data that arrives. Please only use higher log data rate if you really need it. Otherwise, log files get very large.
Data Viewer
When no TXE is running, you can have a look at the log files directly on your Cockpit. You can choose any log file stored
on the SD card, or just the last flight. After selection of a value stored in a log file, (e.g. altitude, current, ...) the graphics
are displayed:
On the left side, you can find the scale, on top the value, units and time period.
The horizontal line marks zero.
<-X-> displays the complete time range (100%), ^Y^the complete value range.
You can navigate using the arrows while in zoom mode.
Draw a rectangle (from up left to down right) zooms in to the selected range. From down right to up left un-zooms the
view.
When you zoom closer and closer, the values are shown by a small circle, to indicate that values in between are
interpolated.
Curs activates the cursor and displays the value present at that point. You can navigate by touching the screen or using
the arrows.

Menu activates the following options:
INFO shows or hides the scale
NewValue lets you choose a new value of the selected log file
Terminate quits the data viewer.

Please note: You can include the button to launch the data viewer also in one of the screens of your model configuration.
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10.6 Maintenance

10.6.1 EXP/TXE FW Update
This screen allows to do a manual firmware update of a TXE or EXP, even if they don’t show up when they are
connected to the Cockpit. This is usually not necessary, as the option for firmware update comes up automatically when
you connect a TXE or EXP to the Cockpit and a new firmware is available.
First click on „EXP/TXE FW“, then select the part you want to update (TXE, EXP). Before you start, you need to select
the exact part to update (TXExxx means TXE50 – TXE600-E). TXEs must not be connected to a battery during firmware
update, but EXP-BM2 and EXP-LIPOx must be connected to a battery during this process.
Should you have any issues with this process, please contact www.iisi-rc.com.

10.6.2 Software Version
You can see the software version of the Cockpit, your name (that you’ve entered at the very beginning), the Cockpit ID
and the date of the first usage of the Cockpit.
When you click long on this field, you may erase the user name and re-enter it.
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10.6.3 Advanced Settings
Multiple settings can be done here. Please read exactly the description below before you change something, to avoid
erroneous usage or unexpected reaction of your Cockpit.

Set time / Set date:
Click on the field to set time or date. The weekday is calculated by the Cockpit.
Auto daylight saving:
If this option is activated, the Cockpit changes automatically to daylight saving time and back (european style). It may be
possible that you need to correct the time once after the update to V2.11.
Audio files
- „IISI“: Use the voice data delivered with the Cockpit (coded, cannot be edited). The audio data are located on
the microSD card in the folder /AUDIO/DE, /AUDIO /FR or /AUDIO /EN. You can delete the not needed
languages, they are available for download under www.iisi-rc.com.
- „My own“: If you like to create your own audio data, you can store them in the folder AUDIO/USER ablegen. The
format is CD standard 44.1kHz stereo AIFF (extension .AIF)
You need an audio editor for this, e.g. Audacity (google...). You can get a list of spoken words by contacting IISI
on www.iisi-rc.com
Vibra at start:
You can switch on and off the vibra activity when the Cockpit is switched on.
Start sound:
You can switch on and off the sound when the Cockpit is switched on. Should you want to use your own, just replace the
file _start.aif in the folder /AUDIO/SND with your own file (AIFF format, 16bit stereo, 44.1kHz).
When powered off:
You can select between the announcement ‘landed’ when the model is switched off, play the sound _landed.aif, located
in the folder /AUDIO/SND), or selec "off" for no action.
Pronunciation of fractional numbers:
You can choose between “one point fiftytwo” or “one point five two” for fractional numbers.
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Key clicks:
You can switch on and off the key clicks.
Slide direction:
According to your habits, you can select “classic” mode or “Android” style. Changing the mode will inverse the
interpretation of the wipe direction.
Screenshots:
When you press the ON button shortly, you can create a screen shot, which is stored in bmp format in the folder
/SCR_SHOT. You can deactivate this function here.
Log data folders:
You can choose how the log data is organized in your Cockpit.
- DATE/MODEL/TIME stores log files in a folder with the actual date, then model name, then flight time
- MODEL/DATE/TIME stores log files in a folder “model name”, then actual date, then flight time
Data logger:
If you don’t need the log data, you can switch it off here. This results in lower power consumption and does not fill up the
memory card.
Log NMEA (x.GPS) data:
If you use the EXP-GPS, but you don’t need NMEA data files, you can switch this off here. The GPS data are anyway
available in the .csv log file (you need a tool to visualize them, e.g. LogView Studio or DataExplorer).
Data format logger:
Depending on your country, you may want to see fractional numbers displayed as “5.27” or as “5,27”.
Only log min/max of LIPOx:
If you’re interested only in the most important data of your battery cells, you can activate this option here. This will just
log the minimum and maximum cell voltage, and not the total number of cells, coming from an EXP-LIPOx.
Sleep mode in:
You can set the time here how long the Cockpit should remain active when no data is received or no other action is
done.
Switch off after:
When the Cockpit remains longer than the time set here, it will switch off. You can also set this to off, so that the Cockpit
will not switch off automatically.
When the battery level goes too low, the Cockpit will switch off to protect the battery.
Flight time predict:
The predicted (estimated) flight time can be referenced to a completely empty battery, or to the programmed capacity
alarm level (e.g. time to 20% discharge level).
Cap. when registering:
Many pilots would like to modify slightly the capacity of the connected battery in order to adapt the fuel gauge to the real
capacity of this battery, but without doing many clicks.
With a full battery:
• OFF: Use the programmed capacity in the TXE or LIPOx
• Changeable: The programmed in the TXE or LIPOx is shown and can be adapted (see Full battery)
• Capacity checker: The capacity check is shown by default
Battery not full:
• OFF / changable: Use Fly-Again, if avilable, else the capacity checker is shown
• Capacity checker: In every case, the capacity checker is shown when the battery is not full. No Fly-Again
Auto-Add EXP fields:
When you use EXPs, additional data can be displayed on the Cockpit (e.g. speed). If you select “ON”, additional
information is added automatically on the screen, but only if no other field of this EXP is already present in the
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configuration. E.g. if you have configured the “speed” field in your configuration and a EXP-GPS is connected, no further
screens will be added.
“OFF” avoids any modification of the screen when you use EXPs and you need to add the wanted fields yourself in the
model configuration, by using Change screens.
Avoid alarm when disconnect:
When you switch off your model, the voltage on the ESC (and therefore on the TXE) falls from battery voltage down to
zero. The ramp is not always steep enough to avoid a low voltage alarm (due to the capacities on the ESC). This option
will delay a voltage alarm when the current is below 5A and you’re close to the model. After the delay, the alarm will
anyway be triggered, but the delay normally avoids this annoying and unnecessary alarm. The usual low voltage alarm
is not affected by this option.
Auto-save of configuration:
This option allows to automatically save the configuration after every modification. The first time you save a
configuration, you’ll be asked if you want to activate this feature. Should you change the behavior afterwards, you can
do this here.
Please note that the automatic save will NOT save the default screen (the screen which is shown when the configuration
is loaded). You can set the start screen by selecting it (left right wipe), then save the configuration manually by clicking
on the configuration name at the bottom.
Base frequency rising – Max. tendency falling:
These are the settings for the vario sounds.
Rising: The sound starts from the “base frequency rising” (litte rise) up to the “Max.freq.rising” (strong rise). The
strongest rise that is differentiated is entered at “Max.tendency rising”.
Falling: The sound starts from the “base frequency sinking (little sink) downto “Min.freq. sinking” (strong sink). The
strongest sinkrate which is differentiated is entered at “Max.tendency falling”.

Advanced: LiPo / LiFePo Full:
ATTENTION: Only modify these values when you exactly know what they mean and what you do!
This voltage is used by the TXE to decide if a connected battery is full or not (voltage per cell).
When the voltage is above this value, the TXE decides “battery full”. If it is below, the battery is not full and special
actions need to be taken.
Special options TXE/EXP:
This option activates specific options for the EXPs and TXE, that you normally don’t need. Please set this option to
“OFF” when you don’t need it. Typical functions are calibration and other special functions of the EXP-LIPOx, EXP-BM2,
EXP-US1, or the current offset calibration of a TXE. This option can also be activated temporarily directly from the
conguration menu of the EXP/TXE.
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Other ID:
Should you want to see data from another TXE than your own, e.g. if you're camera operator for a multicopter and you
want to see the remaining flight time, you can set temporarily the ID of your Cockpit to another one: First get the ID from
the original Cockpit (the pilot). This can be found here: Software Version. Then enter this number without the dots in this
field (e.g. 20045D). When the Cockpit is switched on again, you'll be asked if you want to keep the temporary ID.
Please note that you cannot pair any TXE when Other ID is activated!
Restore factory settings:
Clicking on this field, the factory settings in this menu will be restored.
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11Behavior when switching on a model
When you switch on your model, the TXE is checking if the connected battery is full and if it matches the configuration
programmed in the TXE. That’s why the TXE needs to know the number of cells (see TXE configuration).

11.1 Full battery
No further action is needed. The message “battery full” confirms that everything is fine and you can take off.
The Cockpit is using the capacity stored in the TXE, respectively in the EXP-LIPOx, if you use them. You can see the
capacity also in the fuel gauge field on the Cockpit.
When you have set “Cap. when registering” to changeable (see Advanced Settings) you will see the following screen,
showing the capacity stored in the TXE (or EXP-LIPOx):

Using + and – you can modify the capacity quickly to adapt the fuel gauge to the batteries real capacity. Confirm your
setting by clicking on the capacity value. If you take off (current is consumed), this screen disappears.
Is the option "Capacity checker" selected (see Advanced Settings), you'll always see the capacity checker (see below).

11.2 Battery not full, first flight after switching on the Cockpit
When the TXE is configured correctly, you will hear the message “battery not full” and the capacity estimator is shown:

50% is the ESTIMATED remaining capacity in your battery (supposed that the cell number and chemistry is set
correctly). You can manually adapt this value by clicking on it.
5.00Ah is the expected capacity of the FULLY CHARGED battery. This is ideally what’s written on the battery, but not
always… You can change this value by clicking on it.
LIPO is the selected battery chemistry. This must match obviously the battery’s chemistry.
10S is the selected cell number. This can be changed, in case of the TXE wouldn’t have detected this number correctly
(e.g. when the TXE is set to “AUTO 2-6S” and a 10S battery is connected.
For your information, the cell voltage (total voltage divided by the cell number) is shown (3.82 V/c).
To confirm your choice and start your flight, press OK. To stop the process and check what’s wrong with your battery or
model, press STOP. You will see the message “NOT REGISTERED! NO ALARMS!” until the model or Cockpit will be
switched off.
IMPORTANT: The estimated percentage is only a guess and may differ from the really available capacity in the battery.
The cell voltage used for this estimation is depending on temperature, history of the battery, manufacturer, age and
current load. Especially critical is the estimation below about 30%. The voltage curve is very flat in this area, which
means that a tiny difference in voltage may have a big impact on the remaining capacity. NEVER believe blindly these
values and be careful!
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The estimated percentage values may differ from the calculated percentage value of the IISI fuel gauge, if the
programmed capacity of a full battery does not match reality.
Please note that multicopters (and other models) may consume some power even when motors are not spinning, which
influence the voltage. In this case, the estimation is typically too conservative, that means, on the safe side.

11.3 Battery not full, doing multiple flights with same battery (Fly-Again)
When the Cockpit is switched on, it stores the information of the last 16 used models. When you fly a model with full
battery, then land, switch if off, the fly with other models, then re-connect the SAME battery to your model again, the
Cockpit will recognize this and proposes to you “Fly-Again”. This is very useful as well if you do some tweaking on your
helicopter and then test again. Fly-Again keeps track of the consumption during multiple flights with the same battery.

With OK, you confirm this option. In this case, the Cockpit will set the consumed mAh counter to the value when you
switched off your model, like you wouldn’t have switch off at all.
Example: In your first flight(s), you’ve consumed 2Ah of your 5Ah battery. The mAh will be set to 2Ah and Fly-Again
would inform you that 60% capacity is left.
WARNING: When you do connect ANOTHER partially discharged battery to your model, and you’ve flown your model
before with a full battery, the Fly-Again function may be activated, which doesn’t match reality. In this case, choose “New
cap” and you will be taken to the capacity estimator, like described above.

11.4 Flying with different battery configurations
11.4.1 Different cell numbers
You may want to fly your model with different batteries (cell numbers). If the number of cells is higher than 6, the TXE
can not distinguish between a full or not full battery, since e.g. a full 10S battery may have the same voltage as a
discharged 12S battery.
In this case, you have 2 options:
1) You can disable the Fly-Again function in the TXE and set it to “AUTO 2-14S”. The TXE will then start up
supposing that only full battery are connected all the time (same behavior as your ESC).
2) Set the number of cells manually in the TXE to the value you use most (e.g. 10S). When you connect another
battery, e.g. a 12S, the Cockpit will inform your first that there’s an unknown battery connected. Select “Manual”
and you’ll get to the capacity estimator, where you can set the number of cells. For your convenience, the
Cockpit stores the 3 last used values:

In this (unrealistic) case, the last 3 battery types would have been 10, 3 and 4S. You can directly click on these numbers
to select them. You can enter also a new value, e.g. 9S in the field “New value”. The oldest value is then thrown away.
If you want, you can also change the number of cells after registering, by pressing on the battery symbol (options of the
voltage field):
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11.4.2 Different capacities
When you fly with batteries of different capacities (due to different types or the age of the battery), you can adapt the
capacity for the fuel gauge after registering. Push on the fuel gauge field and select the battery symbol with the double
arrow.
HINT: Always store the lowest capacity that you plan to fly with, in the TXE. If you forget to adapt it, you may be alerted
too early, but never too late.

For your convenience, the last 3 capacities are stored and you can select them directly, or enter a new value.

This option is also available in the capacity estimator.
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12 Configuration of the TXE
In this chapter you’ll find the configuration description of the different TXEs (V3.8) and TXG1 (V3.7).
In order to register a TXE successfully on the Cockpit, the TXE must be configured correctly, but only a few parameters
are mandatory (name, capacity and battery configuration). If you’re not sure about a setting (other than capacity and
battery configuration), start with the factory settings.

12.1 TXE50 to TXE600-E
In this part, “TXE” is used for the following: TXE30, TXE50, TXE100, TXE150 and TXE200 and the new TXE-E (up to
600A). On older versions, not all features are present (and are limited to 2-12S), but they can anyway be used with the
Cockpit. TXE30 has not all features mentioned and works from 2-4S only.

Model name:
Choose a unique model name. This name is also needed to identify the configuration store on the Cockpit.
TXEs with older versions may only support 4 characters instead of 8.
Battery configuration: The TXE can be configured to AUTO 2-6 LiPo or LiFePo (or equivalent number of NiXX) cells
and recognizes the number automatically. The cell number can also be set to a fixed value (2-14S). The TXE will then
check at startup if really a e.g. 12S battery is connected. If you need automatic recognition of a full 2-14S battery, you
can activate this in the “startup mode”.
Default capacity:
This value must match the capacity that your battery is able to deliver. It is used to calculate the remaining capacity (in
% from this value). Old, bad or stressed batteries may not always deliver what’s written on them!
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To know the real capacity of your battery, you can carefully let your motor turn in safe conditions until the voltage drops
below the desired end-of-discharge voltage (e.g. 3.3Volts). The consumed mAh value represents then the available
capacity of your battery.
IISI-Link:
This setting defines, how the IISI-Link (expander connection of the TXE) should be used. “No TS60, only EXPs” is the
normal case; you can connect up to 4 EXPs (expanders, see www.iisi-rc.com).
Should you want to use just a temperature sensor (TS60 or TS300), without any other EXP, you can connect it directly to
the IISI-Link. You can change this option by clicking on it and then set the temperature sensor’s name and alarm level.
Please note that you can only choose between one or multiple EXPs or a single TS60 or TS300, without any other EXP,
connected to the IISI-Link.
Startup mode:
„Fly-Again“ is the normal setting and allows to differentiate between full and not full batteries. This works automatically
for 2-6S batteries. For 7-14S batteries, you need to set the cell number manually, e.g. to 12S.
„Auto 2-14S“ is the automatic recognition mode for 2-14S batteries, but it’s supposed that you connect fully charged
batteries only. Fly-Again is disabled in this mode.
Priority U,I,mAh:
„Normal“ is the standard setting; the TXE30 send about all 200-400ms the current, voltage and capacity values to the
Cockpit. „Low“ reduces the update frequency of these values to about 400-800ms, which allows more data to be
transmitted from the EXPs, e.g. the vario information. It makes no sense to select “Low” if no EXPs are connected.
#of flights:
The number of flights are shown here. This number can be set to zero or to a specific value by clicking on the field. The
flight counter is increased when at least about 100mAh are consumed. A simple switch on/off cycle will not increase the
flight counter.
Operating hours:
The operating hours of your model. This number can be set to zero or to a specific value by clicking on the field.
BM2 / LIPOx / T4 Secure:
These features allow you to increase the safety of your model. You can activate the security feature in the TXE which
will observe if the connected EXPs are correctly working or not. The best sensors are useless if they’re not connected.
You have 3 options (for the safety relevant EXPs like BM2, LIPOx and T4):
Auto: When an EXP is detected at power on, the TXE will continue to observe if the EXP is working fine.
Otherwise, a system alarm will be triggered.
Always: The TXE will observe in all cases if the EXP is working. Otherwise, a system alarm will be triggered.
Off: The security feature is disabled.
Show negative current:
The TXE V2 can also smaller amounts of negative current. When set to “OFF”, negative current is shown as 0Amps.
Force manual cell cfg:
If you activate this option, together with a fixed number of cells, the TXE will expect always the same battery and avoids
any cell recognition activity. If the battery is not full, the capacity estimator will be started.
This option is rarely used in special conditions and should be switched off if not expressly used.
Calibrate TS300: See Using and calibrating the TS300
Flight time: This new function allows to estimate the flight time precisely from the beginning. See Estimated flight time
Multiple TXEs: This function lets you build multi motor models with more than one TXE running. See Multi motor
models
External U/I/Ah data: This function de-activates the internal current, voltage and capacity measurement. These data
must be delivered by an external device (EXP), e.g. the EXP-GATEWAY. For more information, please contact IISIRC.COM
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Advanced: Should your TXE show a current value even if there’s no current flowing, you can re-adjust the zero offset of
the current sensor. This is done by factory calibration, but may change in time, at high overload etc.
Advanced configuration: Rarely used functions may be hidden, you can make them re-appearing by acrtivating the
advanced configuration. (all options are shown here).
Factory settings:
The TXE is re-initialized back to factory settings.

12.2 TXG1 / TXG2
The TXG1/2 are telemetry transmitters without current sensor. You can’t set therefore any capacity values here
(implicitly set to zero).
The TXG1 can be powered and can measure a voltage level from 3-16V (TXG1) or 5.5 – 60V (TXG2). Typically, the
TXG1 is connected directly to a free slot on your receiver. This is useful for direct NiMh or LiPo HV supply, but does not
make much sense if a BEC or voltage regulator is used. In this case, the TXG1 should be powered directly from the
battery. Only the TXG1/2 specific values are shown here. For the other settings, please refer to the TXE description.

Function: When the TXG1 is used in conjunction with an EXP-GATEWAY, the TXG1 can be set to “Only EXP”. It will
then react as a telemetry transmitter only, without any other features. This allows to provide voltage and current data
from the EXP-GATEWAY, which is connected to any M-Link (Multiplex®) compatible sensor.
“Normal” is the standard setting.
Please note that “function” will be reset to “normal” every time you reconnect the TXG1 to the Cockpit, otherwise the
Cockpit cannot read out the configuration values.
Receiver signal: (Only TXG1 V2RC and TXG2) When you wish to control voice output with a switch on your
transmitter, you can connect the TXG1 V2RC or TXG2 to a free channel of your receiver. For this purpose, this option
must be activated. (see Model specific settings 2/2, controlling with RC switch). The receiver signal must be for analog
or digital servos, with 1500us center pulse).

12.2.1 Choosing TXG1 or TXG2?
Choose the TXG1 if you have operation voltage going below 5.5V, e.g. when you're running your receiver on 4NiMh
cells.
Choose the TXG2 when you have HV systems or a BEC insures at least 5.5V receiver voltage. The TXG2 has a slightly
better range than the TXG1.

12.3 Using and calibrating the TS300
The new temperature sensor TS300 (up to 300°C) can be used directly on the IISI-Link of your TXE, as long as it
remains the only device connected to it (no V-cables allowed).
Activate under „IISI-Link“ the function for the temperature sensor and select TS300. You can give it a name, too.
Now, the calibration menu for the TS300 gets activated.
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To initiate calibration of the TS300, click on „Calibrate TS300“ and enter the temperature (should be around room
temperature). Then, disconnect the TXE from the Cockpit, put the TS300 on the IISI-Link and start the TXE in your
model. At this time, the calibration is executed and all parameters are taken into account.
Please note that the TS300 is a high temperature sensor (up to 300°C) and that it is not very sensitive in the lower area.
Use the TS60 (up to 125°C) for this.

12.4 Estimated flight time
The TXE V2 (V3.6) deliver the necessary information to estimate from the beginning the available flight time or motor
run time. Complex algorithms allow to do this much more precise than a simple capacity-related timer or even a voltage
based estimation.
Please note that the indicated flight time may not contain any spare time. You can choose whether the empty battery is
used as a reference, or the programmed capacity alarm level (see Advanced Settings).
The current threshold (here at 5A) is used to avoid an increase of the flight time when motors are stopped. This value
should be set higher than the idle current, but lower than typical current when motors run.
The algorithms can be optimized for different models:

12.4.1 Multicopter
If you use the TXE together with an EXP-GPS2, you can also include the „Go-Home“ time in the flight time estimations.
You need to enter a couple of parameters (in the field „remaining time“ press long and select the wrench tool This opens
this mask:

-

Arrow up: max. rise speed of your copter
Arrow down: max. sink speed of your copter
Speed: max. horizontal speed
Weight: currently ignored
Approach: 2 options: first horizontal, than vertical (automated landing) or diagonal, governed by the pilot.

Example: If you fly at 120m altitude and 220m distance, the go-home time will be around 2:40.
The go-home time is indicated in the Cockpit. You can set an alarm, e.g. to get informed when 2minutes remain. The gohome time is included in this: Should you need 1min to fly back home and the alarm is set to 2min, it will go off when the
remaining flight time reaches 3min!
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12.4.2 Helicopter
Similar settings, but without GPS functionality (ignored).

12.4.3 Electric glider
This settings is parametrized for electrically powered gliders, so you get remaining motor run time for climbing. It is
assumed that you climb always with full motor power, otherwise, the algorithms will „jump a bit around“.

12.4.4 Others
Other models, like motor models. The indicated values depend highly on your flight style and can vary tremendously.

12.5 Multi motor models
If you have multiple, independently powered motors in a model, you can use multiple TXEs paired with the Cockpit. You
need for this TXE V2 with V3.6 or higher. The battery gauge and functions like Fly-Again are only available for the
master TXE. The slave TXEs are delivering current, voltage and used capacity.
Procedure:
1. Select a TXE which acts as master. It will adopt the role of the main TXE, delivering model name, battery gauge,
etc. as for models operated with a single TXE. Configure it as you would do for single motor model.
2. Further TXEs (max. 3 additional) must be configured as „Multiple TXEs: Slave #1“ etc. Only the battery
configuration is important, other parameters will be ingored by the slaves.

On the Cockpit, you can work as usual with the fuel gauge, model name etc. (of the master TXE), while the slave
delivers the values for current, voltage and capacity. Therefore, you need to display these values on the Cockpit and
set their alarms accordingly (independently for each slave).

To modify the screen, select in Change screens first the value you want to show (e.g. voltage). Then you open the
option menu by pushing long on this field and select „multiple“ (Change the content of a field). There you can enter
which (master or slave) TXE should be displayed on this field. „OFF“ selects the master, while 1-3 select the slave
TXEs.
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13 Charging the Cockpit, operation time
The Cockpit is charged with a standard mini USB cable (not included). A full charge takes about 3-4 hours. Should you
not use your Cockpit for a longer time, charge / discharge it to about 50% and switch it off.
When you connect a USB charger (no PC), the Cockpit will automatically enter the charging mode and the light is
switched off. The charging state is shown. After update to V2.11, you may see the word "CAL" on the screen. This
means that the charging circuit is calibrating. Leave the cockpit on the charger for a few hours, until it shows "FULL".
When you connect the Cockpit to a computer, you'll see the USB connector. Activity on the USB is shown with arrows.
Never disconnect the Cockpit, when you see these arrows, it will destroy data on the microSD card.

If there's no USB activity, you can eject the device or enter the "charging only" mode. This will speed up charging.
After 30min of inactivity on the USB, the Cockpit enters automatically the "charging only" mode.
When the Cockpit is separated from the USB power source, it will switch off or go first into sleep mode, then switch off
after one minute. This avoids that the Cockpit remains on and the battery is emptied, when USB power is lost.
Under normal conditions, the battery life covers without problems a day at the field, without the need of recharge.
When the backlight is switched off, the Cockpit provides power for about 10h flight time (with sporadic announcements),
with backlight on about 5-6h. As long as a model is powered, the backlight is switched on. After the programmed sleep
time, the Cockpit will switch off the backlight and goes into sleep mode.
The Cockpit can remain more than 40h in sleep mode without recharging. It wakes up automatically when a model is
powered on.
We propose to switch on the Cockpit at the beginning of your flight activity and keep it running until the end of the day.

14 Software Updates
The Cockpit can easily be updated with the newest software. All you need is a computer, internet connection and a
standard mini USB cable.
You can find more information about software updates on http://www.iisi-rc.com/IISI-RC-D/Download.html
Cockpit software update:
Connect the Cockpit to the computer using the USB cable. It behaves like as USB stick.
Store the file image.bin, which can be found on the above website, in the root directory of the Cockpit.
Eject it and remove the USB cable. The Cockpit will check if the file is valid and start the update process.
Please make sure that you have downloaded the correct file and it is named “image.bin” and not e.g. image(1).bin (this
happens when you already have a image.bin file in your download folder on the PC). Should this be the case, rename
the image(1).bin to image.bin on the Cockpit! Verify if the image.bin is about 380kB in size, as well.
NEW from Version 2.00 on:
Future software updates will not be called image.bin, but e.g. FW140625.UPD (for firmware of 25th june 2014). Store this
file as usual on the Cockpit. This file can also contain TXE and EXP updates, voice data etc.
Please follow these rules:
- Cockpits with software V0.xx need always to be updated using image.bin, as described above. Once updated to
V2.xx, you can use the new FWxxyyzz.UPD files.
- Cockpits with V2.xx: Use directly the FWxxyyzz.UPD
Update or refresh voice data:
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You can find the voice data on the website above. Download the AUDIO.zip or your language (e.g. EN.zip) ot your
computer and unzip it. Copy then the folder at the correct place (/AUDIO is in the root directory, /EN is in the AUDIO
folder).
Same action with the file SND.zip. Copy it to the AUDIO folder.
EXP and TXE software updates:
The Cockpit stores the latest software updates for TXEs and EXPs in the folder FW.
To get the latest updates, download FW.zip, unpack it and store the folder FW in the Cockpit root directory.
(you may replace the existing folder).
There’s a step by step guide available on the above website!
Hint: Not enough memory on the SD card?
Should this be the case, you can either choose to use a larger card (up to 32GB, while cards <= 2GB work a bit faster
when connected to a PC/Mac.
Alternatively, you can remove the unused language data: remove the folders DE and FR in the folder AUDIO. This gives
you additional 70MB of space.
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15 The microSD card
The Cockpit comes with a small microSD card, which contains all voice data. When keeping all languages, you may see
the message “memory card full”. You can delete the not used languages by using your computer.
The Cockpit behaves like a USB stick when connected to a Computer.
IMPORTANT: Bevore you remove the USB cable, please eject the Cockpit (on your computer), otherwise, some
unwritten changes may corrupt the data structure of the Cockpit file system.
If you notice that expected data on your microSD card is not there, or just “garbage”, you may need to reformat the
microSD card. After this, you need to restore the voice data (and the CFG data that you have hopefully saved before!).
The file structure of the Cockpit is fixed and must be organized like this:

-

-

-

-

AUDIO: This folder contains the coded voice data delivered by IISI, in their corresponding folder EN for English,
DE for German, FR for French. You can delete not used languages to save storage space.
If you want to restore or update voice data, you need first to decompress the downloaded zip archive (e.g
EN.zip -> EN). Then you copy the complete folder EN into the folder AUDIO to replace the existing folder EN.
Maybe you need to erase the old folder EN first, if there’s not enough space on the microSD card.
SND: This folder (located in AUDIO) contains the sound data for alarms and other sounds. They are in standard
audio format AIFF (44.1kHz, stereo). The file names start with “_” and have the extension .AIF If you don’t like a
particular sound (e.g. _start.aif), you can create your own sound file for this by replacing _start.aif with your own
audio file.
USER: If you want to use your own voice files, you can store them in the USER folder, located in AUDIO. The
files in the USER folder are standard AIFF (44.1kHz, stereo).
CFG: This folder contains all model configurations. Please save this folder regularely on your computer. You
can copy and delete configurations on the computer. The config files have always 8 characters and the
extension .CFG. Non used characters or illegal characters for file names are replaced by “_”. You shouldn’t edit
these files, even if they are in readable text format.
LOG: This folder contains the log files, organized in folders: Date, model name and time. The format is .csv
(separator is “;”). When you use the EXP-GPS, a second log file may be created, carrying the extension .GPS. It
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-

contains the reconstructed NMEA data and can be converted with a NMEA-KML tool (google “nmea kml”) and
then displayed in Google Earth®.
FW: This folder contains the files for the EXP and TXE sensors. When new firmware for such devices are
published, download the archive FW.zip, unzip it, and replace the folder FW on the Cockpit with the new one.
When you connect a EXP or TXE to the Cockpit, the firmware update menu will be displayed.
SCR_SHOT: You can create screen shots of nearly any screen displayed on the Cockpit, for documentation or
support purposes. Pressing the ON button shortly will create the screen shot and an image file (.BMP) ist stored
in the folder SCR_SHOT. When a USB cable is connected, you can’t create screen shots. This function can be
deactivated in the advanced settings menu.

We recommend to use microSD cards <= 2GB, since they’re recognized quicker on your Computer. You can use up to
32GB cards. (<=2GB cards are in FAT16 format, 2-32GB cards in FAT32).
The microSD card must be fast enough in order to deliver the voice data on time. Should you hear noise or repeated
parts of the sound, your card may be too slow.
Aside the small included microSD card, we’ve successfully tested e.g the Sandisk Ultra SDHC I 16GB. Any microSD
card must support the SPI mode, this is normally the case with every card.
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16 Available fields
The following list shows all available fields for the Cockpit V2 (V2.10) and the eventually needed EXPs. The order of the
fields is the same as the order in the screen modification mode. (see Change screens)
Real time current value, also available as full screen

Real time voltage, also available as full screen. Shows
also number of cells, cell voltage, alarm values (toggling)
Used capacity in mAh, remaining capacity in %, also as 4x
sized field
Shows alternating default capacity, alarm capacity value
and alarm % value

Fuel gauge, incl. default capacity and used capacity., also
as 4x sized field

Used mAh capacity

Used energy in Wh

Charged energy in Wh (TXE with neg. current enabled)

Charged capacity in mAh (TXE with neg. current enabled)

Real time power, also as full screen

Max. current of this flight

Min. voltage of this flight

Motor on time (hh:mm:ss.s), programmable threshold

Estimated flight time, needs TXE V2 with V3.6 or higher.
Using a EXP-GPS, you can also show the go-home time.
Can also be displayed larger (4x)
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Number of flights : Counter of TXE and (today’s flights)

Flight counter 1 and 2. They can be cleared or set
independently.
Real time altitude with min. and max. values

Real time rise/sink rate with min and max. values

Altitude above sea level (from EXP-GPS)

Cell voltages in number format
(EXP-LIPO6 or LIPO7)
Cell voltages in graphical format
(EXP-LIPO6 oder LIPO7)
Minimal cell voltage and max. drift of cells, including min.
and max. values (EXP-LIPO6 or LIPO7)
RPM with max. value, also as full screen

Up to 4 temperature values of the EXP-T4, also as 2x
sized field with max. values
When you use 2 EXP-T4, you can show max. 8
temperature values (using the "multiple values" option in
the "modify screen" mode.
One of the 4 EXP-T4 temperature values, with
temperature name, min. and max. value and alarm value.
Use the "multiple values" option in "modify screen" mode.
Temperature with temp. sensor name, when a TS60 is
directly connected to the IISI-Link (or Temperature of EXPAVM / EXP-RPM)
Real time speed value with the last 3 measured top speed
passes (EXP-GPS or EXP-AIRSPEED), also as full screen
The 2 voltages of the EXP-BM2 (receiver voltage) incl. min
values. Also as 2x sized field with balancing information
when 2S LiPo is connected.

Auxiliary voltage from EXP-US1, you can have 4 different
voltage fields of EXP-US1.
EXP-GPS information: number of satellites, direction (flesh
upwards = nord), GPS reception quality
EXP-GPS position
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EXP-GPS distance to start point (2D)

ECU (Jetcat) turbine status (EXP-GATEWAY)

ECU (Jetcat) turbine bat. voltage (EXP-GATEWAY)

ECU (Jetcat) turbine consumption (EXP-GATEWAY),
or fuel consumption from EXP-GAS sensor.
ECU (Jetcat) turbine temperature (EXP-GATEWAY)

EXP-ACC3D, exists also as X, Y, und Z value. With min.
und max. values. Also as 2x sized field.

EXP-ACC3D intensity of vibration, with max. value.

% values, e.g. PWM value when using TXE-K

Graphics for current, exists in all sizes.

Status of the smoke cardridge ignitor (FTX2)
Shows RC channels when using EXP-RC-LINK or TXG1/2
V2RC
Graphics for voltage, exists in all sizes.

Graphics for altitude, exists in all sizes.
(EXP-AVM, EXP-GPS)
Graphics for rise/sink rate, exists in all sizes.
(EXP-AVM, EXP-GPS)
Graphics for speed, exists in all sizes.
(EXP-AS or EXP-GPS)
Graphics for cell voltage and drift, exists in all sizes.
(EXP-LIPO6 or LIPO7)
Time and date, also as full screen

Data logger information with log time and status
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Connected EXP/TXEs, incl. version numbers (max. 4
EXPs)
List of all alarms during this flight, incl. time and values

RSSI (link quality), also as full screen

Display contrast settings

Display backlight intensity (0=off, 1=night, 2=half, 3=full)

Starts the data viewer to visualize log data

Language setting

EXP-GPS „map“. Shows the pilot in the center (x) and the
model with a flesh, altitude and speed. Allows to locate the
model “blindly” and to define flight direction (towards pilot
or not…)
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17 Warranty
IISI products are warrantied for a period of 2 years, according the Swiss law, against production- and material defects.
Mechanical defects caused by careless usage, short circuits, overloading and modifications not executed by IISI-RC are
not covered by warranty. Defective devices are repaired or replaced by our own distinction. Any further compensation is
excluded, the usage of any IISI-RC product is on your own risk.

18 Conformity
The IISI-RC system has been certified by an authorized lab for conformity. Declaration of conformity on www.iisi-rc.com.

19 Disposal
In case of you need to dispose your IISI-RC product, you need to observe the law in your country.
Electronic products carrying the symbol below must not be disposed with consumer waste, but need to be recycled at
specific places for electronic waste (WEEE, 2002/96/EG).

20 Support
Please go to the website www.iisi-rc.com and try to find your answer by reading documentation and eventually
“googling” your problem. Should your question remain unanswered, write us using the contact form on www.iisi-rc.com.
In every case, please update first to the latest software version and check if the problem persists!
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